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Introduction

In the majority of animal-pollinated angiosperms, as well as insect-pollinated gymnosperms (e.g. cycads) the acquisition of pollen by the animal vector is incidental or at least not deliberate. The pollinators usually become dusted with non-coherent pollen when they contact the anthers. The loose powdery pollen is made up by monads, which are large, with well developed and heavily sculptured exine-intine. Pollen adheres to the vectors by different physical mechanisms. The pollen carrying vectors visit other flowers usually of the same plant species, and accomplish incidental pollination. The time lapse from pollen acquisition to the act of pollination usually takes a short time. Moreover, pollen is carried in the general body surface of the vectors, where it is subject to be scraped, rubbed, blown away or washed off by rain. Consequently, transport of loose pollen grains to a long distance is practically impossible. Moreover, the exposed pollen suffers dehydration (Ramírez-B. 1989; Pacini & Hesse 2002).
Ramírez-B. (1989) postulated that the evolution of the adult shortly-lived symbiotic agaonid pollinators of *Ficus* probably saves the pollen from desiccation and death. He noted that *Ficus* species have not evolved genetic mechanisms of isolation and that isopatric speciation may have also occurred. The remarkable closed pollinating mechanisms in *Ficus* and in the orchids may have had a causal relationship to their extensive speciation and endemism (Ramírez-B. 1970a; 1986).

The objective of this work was to explain why the “advanced” orchids (as well as Asclepiadaceae) have evolved pollen containers (e.g. pollinia) and why some “advanced” pollinator genera of *Ficus* have also evolved containers to carry pollen. Compare the pollination syndrome analogies between the orchids (Orchidaceae), of *Ficus* (Moraceae), and Asclepiadaceae, as well as, to discuss their implications in the evolutionary consequences in those groups.

*Ficus* (Moraceae). *Ficus* is characterized by the urceolate closed inflorescence (the syconium), and its dependence on insect pollination. It is one of the largest genera of tropical woody plants with ca. 750 spp. (Berg 1990). In the Urticales successful adaptation to insect pollination is only known for *Ficus*, with the pseudocarpous inflorescences (Berg 1977). Pollen or other floral rewards in *Ficus* are unknown.

The symbiotic pollinators of *Ficus* belong to Agaonidae (Hymenoptera: Chalcidoidea). At oviposition, the agaonid wasps rupture (“sting”) the stigmas of all fig florets and introduce the ovipositor along the style and deposit one egg inside the fig ovary of some of them. The female wasps are usually not hairy and scarcely any pollen is found on the external surface of their bodies when they penetrate the receptive syconia (Galil & Eisikowitch 1969). Each fig species produces specific attractants when the syconia are receptive (van Noort & Compton 1996 and references therein). The inflorescences have hundreds or thousands (Condit 1920) of small uniovulate florets. Fig pollen grains are very small (Cunningham 1889) pure white (Cunningham, 1889, Condit 1920, Pemberton 1921), smooth (Verkerke 1986), spherical or slightly oval (Condit 1920).

“Primitive” *Ficus* species (e.g. *F. carica* L.) have many long pedicellate male flowers, with multiple large introrse anthers, up to six (Condit, 1920), with slender filaments (Berg 1990). They also have a well developed endothecium that allows wide opening of the anthers and explosive discharge of pollen (Galil & Neeman 1977); thus, pollen does not come out naturally from the anthers (Ramírez-B. 1970b, 1974; Galil & Meiri 1981). The enclosed new generation of wasps becomes completely dusted with pollen grains (monads) (Eisen 1896; Pemberton 1921, Ramírez-B. 1974; Galil & Meiri 1981) which are later used for pollination of the female florets of the receptive syconia of another fig tree. In the “primitive” figs, pollination is accidental and the wasps accomplish passive pollination. On the contrary, the “advanced” species of figs usually have simple stigmas, few short-pedicellate or sessile male flowers with few “small” anthers (-3) with short filaments. The endothecium is degenerate and does not actively open the anther (Galil & Eisikowitch 1968; Galil 1984); consequently, the emerging adult female wasps have to extract the pollen from the anthers by using the arolia of the fore legs and introduce it into special hidden cavities or containers, pollen pockets (Figs. 5,6,7) and corbiculae (Ramírez-B. 1969, 1970a). At oviposition, the wasps simultaneously extract pollen from the containers by means of the arolia of the fore legs. Then, the pollen grains are shaken or rubbed on the stigmas or synstigmas. In fig species with symbiotic wasps that posses pollen containers, pollination is “deliberate” and they accomplish active pollination. Galil & Eisikowitch (1971) questioned for the first time,” what could have been the selective advantage that promoted the development in (the fig wasps) of unique pollen pockets and the appropriate instincts to load these pockets in old figs and empty them in receptive figs during the oviposition act?”

The female florets of *Ficus* seem to have non-receptive dry stigmas. It is known that in the “female flowers” of *Ficus. carica* L. (the edible fig), and probably other species, the stigmas are covered with multiple minute glands, which become greatly swollen and somewhat glossy of a green light color (Eisen 1896). Verkerke (1986, 1987) also noted that the stigmas of the “female” and “gall flowers” of *F. asperatifolia* Miq. and *F. ottontifolia* (Miq.) Miq. (species which have active pollination), become
shortly papillate when receptive as in (Figs. 1, 2).

The supposed dry non-receptive stigmas of *Ficus* probably do not possess a natural sugar-rich solution or “stigmatic fluid” for pollen hydration and germination. This has been indirectly demonstrated by the successful manual pollination and the production of viable seeds when pollen-sugar solutions were introduced into the receptive syconia, of different fig species (Condit 1950; Neeman & Galil 1978; Ramirez-B. 1986). Since the fig stigmas or synstigmas are probably dry, each stigma and style have to be ruptured or “stung” by the wasps’ ovipositors (Fig. 3, 4) in order to secrete a stigmatic fluid that allows pollen hydration, vacuolation, and germination; as well as pollen tube penetration and fertilization. Galil & Eisikowitch (1969) also report that the female *Ceratosolen arabicus* Mayr not only “sting” the styles but also gnaws the stigmata during oviposition.
**ORCHIDACEAE.** The Orchidaceae constitute one of the largest group of monocots, estimates range from 17-35 000 species (Dressler 1993). The “advanced” orchids have quite specific insect pollinators (Dressler 1968). According to Nepi *et al.* (2001) pollen reward is unknown in the orchid flowers, except in *Neuwiedia veratifolia* Bl.. Yeung (1987) noted that “the most notable feature in orchid pollen development is that the different pollen grouping can be found”.

The “primitive” orchids had introrse anthers as in *Ficus*. Nevertheless, in *Cleistes divaricata* (L.) Ames, a hinged anther dispenses a sequence of loosely aggregated pollen tetrad masses… (Gregg 1991). In the “primitive” Apostasioideae, pollen is produced in loose monads (Singer *et al.*, 2006). In *Neuwiedia* spp. it is powdery and not coherent (Dressler 1993). The pollen has well developed exine and intine. In *N. veratifolia* Blume (Apostasioideae) the anthers are tubular as in buzz flowers (Dressler, R, pers. comm. 2007). Pollen, as in most angiosperms is accidentally loaded and transported on the body of the pollinator agents (bees and other vectors). The stigmas of orchids with monads and tetrad pollen, is more or less humid as that of other angiosperms (Pacini & Hesse, 2002). In Apostasioideae pollination must be accidental.

In the more “advanced” orchids pollen grains are agglutinated in different ways, e.g. in *Phragmipedium* (Cypripedioideae) are monads, sticky and pastelike or united into pollinia (Dressler 1993); in other Orchidaceae pollen is agglutinated in soft or divisible pollinia and in the Epidendroideae indivisible pollinia (Singer *et al.* 2006). Pacini & Hesse (2002) noted that “(orchid) pollen longevity should be considered in relation to whether pollen is exposed or protected”, and that “different kinds of pollinia are found exclusively in Orchidaceae” (Pacini & Hesse 2002 and reference therein).

Massulate orchids have little or no locular fluid and pollen hydration, unlike other angiosperms, and rehydration occurs inside the closed cavity of the stigma (Pacini & Hess 2002 and reference therein). The smaller size in orchid pollen is due to the lack of the vacuolated stage that is so common in angiosperm pollen (Pacini & Hesse 2002). They also noted that “if pollen increased as much as much of that of other angiosperms, it would be impossible to have a compact pollinium.”

**ASCLEPIADACEAE.** The Asclepiadaceae are the dicot counterpart of the Orchidaceae, which also transmit the pollen in large groups within pollinia (Wyatt & Broyles 1994). They produce capsules with hundreds of seeds. Milkweed flowers are long-lived and produce copious nectar which flows from nectaries within the stigmatic chamber. Nectar also serves as the germination fluid for pollen grains (Wyatt & Broyles 1994). Most milkweeds species are genetically incompatible (Wyatt & Broyles 1994), and they seem to depend on quite specific pollinators.

**Discussion**

In most of the animal-pollinated angiosperms, as well as those insect pollinated gymnosperms (e.g. cycads), the mature anthers, split open longitudinally to release the pollen (Yeung 1987) and the acquisition of pollen by the animal vectors is accidental. The loose ornamented and reticulated pollen grains have well developed exine and intine and become adhered to the vector by different physical mechanisms. The pollen-carrying vector visit other conspecific flowers, and accidentally rubs the pollen in the stigmas; thus, pollen usually remains on the vector for quite short time. Since pollen is carried on the general vectors’ body surfaces, it is subject to be scraped, rubbed, blown; or washed off, as well as to dehydration and death; consequently, the transport of pollen in heavy masses or simple units (monads) for a long time and distance is practically impossible.

Pollen dehydration during the transport, as well as, pollen hydration, pollen tube emergence and penetration through the stigmatic styles are critical phases. This is especially important when the stigmas are exposed to solar radiation and air currents or when they do not possess stigmatic fluid. In the genus *Ficus* the pollinators of the more “primitive” genera, most of the powdery pollen is transported as monads on the general surface of the pollinator, or between the inter-segmental folds (Galil & Neeman 1977).

However, the pollinators of several “advanced” Old World fig genera have evolved discrete pollen containers, pockets (Figs. 5-7) and corbiculae (Ramírez-B. 1969, 1997). These structures are deliberately loaded at pollen acquisition and unloaded during pollination. In those containers the fig-wasps may
carry hundreds or thousands of pollen grains (Fig. 7). Ramírez-B. (1989) postulated that the evolution of short-lived fig pollinator, as well as of discrete pollen transporting containers in some of the fig wasps was a mechanism to protect the pollen grains from desiccation, since there is a lapse of hours or days between pollen acquisition and pollination. This lapse of time between pollen acquisition and pollination is also a common fact in “advanced” orchids. In the “primitive” orchid (e.g. Apostasioideae) the loose pollen, as in the “primitive” figs, is probably transported on the general body of the pollinating insects (probably bees).

The “advanced” orchids, as well as the species of Ficus are associated with very specific insect pollinators that isolate and prevent hybridization between compatible populations. This close association has led to fast speciation without geographical isolation (Ramírez-B. 1970a) and to endemism. Since fig species as well as the “advanced” orchid (and probably Asclepiadaceae) species are pollinated by quite constant pollinators they do not seem to have evolved genetic
mechanisms of isolation. Instead of, *Ficus* and the “advanced” orchids evolved physiological, mechanical, ecological, an ethological mechanisms of isolation.

The evolution of discrete pollen-carrying containers (pollinia) in the orchids and in some symbiotic pollinators of *Ficus* (pollen pockets and corbiculae)
has had an evolutionary impact in the phylogeny of both groups; as well as in their insect pollinators. It led to the production of multiovulate orchid ovary and to fig inflorescences with hundreds or thousands of ovules or female florets and few male flowers. The fig syconium is analogous to the multiovulate orchid and *Asclepias* ovaries, and the ripe inflorescence to the orchid or *Asclepias* capsules.

It is probable that the orchid pollinia may have evolved several times, while in the pollinators of *Ficus*, they seem to have evolved independent in at least in six lines of wasps, as a case of convergence (Ramírez-B. 1978). However, according to Machado *et al.* 2001, those structures evolved only once and had been lost in several agaonid wasps due to reversals. The evolution of pollen transporting devices, both in plants and animals, may have occurred during geological climatic dry spells.

The evolution of pollen containers in some of the orchids and in some symbiotic fig wasps have also contributed to the appearance of analogous syndromes (Table 1), which probably also occurs in the Asclepiadaceae. The evolutionary pattern in the “advanced” orchids, as well as in *Ficus*, has probably been influenced by their unique pollinating mechanisms. Since the female florets of *Ficus* seem to have dry stigmas, it is postulated that the stigmas must be ruptured (“stung”) by the pollinating wasp’s ovipositor, or that biting of the stigmas induce the production of the stigmatic liquid that allows pollen germination.
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